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         This is a non-fiction book. 
    Usually when there are talks of "new beginnings" there is an inference of optimism 
that goes along with it. In the spring of 1922 many Italians probably felt things were 
looking up, as a new pope, Pius XI was chosen and the country got a new leader, Benito
Mussolini, but these two, working together created a brutal and repressive future for 
both Italy and Europe.  
    Mussolini and his Fascists provided an example that helped Hitler create the 
nightmare of Nazi Germany. Mussolini
kept a bust of Caesar in his office and
Hitler kept a bust of Mussolini in his.  
     Mussolini came to power in Italy by
using his Fascist Black Shirt thugs to
intimidate and murder opponents. Once in
power, he sought to establish himself as
dictator.  The Catholic Church, also a
major power broker in Italy, had to be
overcome for Mussolini's dreams to come
to fruition.  For all of his life, Fascists and
Mussolini hated the church and its clerics,
but in a moment of brilliance, he decided
to overlook his hatred and instead make a
deal with Pope Pius XI. 
     He would give the church what they
wanted--teaching their religion in Italian
schools, government support of the
Church, forcing women to wear more
modest clothing, and discrimination
against Protestants and Jews, if they
would support his Fascists. Pius XI was all
too happy to agree, and so the bargain
was set. 
    As time passed Mussolini and his
Fascists became ever more strident as
they began to align itself with Nazi Germany, but Pius XI and his Church supported the 
increasingly discriminating practices toward the Jews, in their preaching and 
publications. The Vatican tried unsuccessfully to get Mussolini to allow Jews who 
converted to The Church to be recognized as Christians.
    I was surprised at how little the Vatican, cared about people. All it really cared about 
was more power for the Church.  On his death bed Pius XI finally did try unsuccessfully 
to exert influence Mussolini to weaken parts of his anti-Jewish proclamations, but it was 
not for humanitarian reasons, but to strengthen the Church. 
     When Pius XI died, the Vatican chose a new Pope Pius XIl, who was even more in 
line with Mussolini's and Hitler's desires. Despite all of Pius XI's lack of humanity, 
compared with Pius XII, he looks like a saint. As Hitler began his butchery of Europe, 
Pius XII refused to say anything negative about what they were doing, even when the 
Nazis murdered priests.   Despite his Nazi collaboration, many in the Roman Catholic 
Church Hierarchy even today whitewash Pius XII's actions and want him to be 



proclaimed a saint. 
     Mussolini and the Popes generally are over shadowed by Hitler in history. I didn't 
know much about them so I found the book very informative.  Don't be intimidated by the
1000+ pages in this book, the last 400 are footnotes and references. 


